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Abstract

This is a report of SPIE Multimedia University Student Chapter containing activities that have already took place and activities that are being planned for the ongoing academic year. SPIE Multimedia University Student Chapter with the total number of 26 members has organized/coorganized various events during this short period of time and the details will be highlighted in the report.

Chapter Officers

Names and email addresses of current chapter officers are as follows:
President: Ng Siew Chong (fried92onion@gmail.com)
Vice-President 1: Chew Leong Sheng (winston159@hotmail.com)
Vice-President 2: Low Kwee Yee (kylow.93@gmail.com)
Secretary: Basem Amin (Basim-10@hotmail.com)
Assistant Secretary: Krishodari Pubalan (krishodari96@gmail.com)
Treasurer: Chan Chee Jun (cheejunchan@yahoo.com)
Assistant Treasurer: Nur Asyikin
Auditor: Chua Teck Hong
Director of Sponsorship: Lok Ming Jun
Director of Logistics: Yong Zhe Wu

Activities for Academic Year 2013-2014

1. Poster Presentation Competition
The Poster Presentation Competition was aimed to encourage members to present their field of interest as cultivate new and innovative ideas among students. This event was conducted at FOE Foyer, Multimedia University Cyberjaya Campus, Malaysia on 25th March 2014.
2. SPIE Multimedia University Student Chapter Recruitment Drive
During the starting of Multimedia First Trimester, SPIE Multimedia Student Chapter had organized a member recruitment drive aimed to attract as many students as possible as SPIE members. Furthermore, recruitment drive acts as an introduction to students around Multimedia University about the SPIE.
Figure 4: One Of the new member who join SPIE

3. Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting was conducted on . The main goal of the Annual General Meeting is to get members know each other and elect new high committee. At the same time, we invited our SPIE Multimedia University Student Chapter’s Advisor, Prof. Wong Hin Yong to deliver an opening speech to inspire students to be more actively involved in society activities.

Figure 5: Opening Speech by Prof. Wong, Dean of FoE, MMU Cyberjaya
4. Zombie Transmitter Hunt
Zombie Transmitter Hunt was an event aimed to use the application of frequency which related with engineering to conduct a game for members. In the hunt, participants will be provided with a transmitter sensor and a NERF guns for evading “Zombies”. Participants are required to search transmitters hidden all around the building while avoiding being eliminated by “Zombies”. The fastest team who discover all transmitter and finish all the station games will be the winner.
Figure 8: Makeup “Zombie” and “jail” for being killed

Figure 9: Participant shooting “Zombie” and Decoding for Transmitter

Figure 9: Group photo of Zombie Transmitter Hunt
Future Event

1. Raspberry Pi Workshop
2. Light week
3. Huawei HDCA training course
4. Team Building
5. Homemade PCB Workshop or PIC Workshop
6. Arduino Workshop
7. Programming C Workshop
8. Application of Optics Awareness Talk

Financial Report

Due to huge amount of money spent in Zombie Transmitter Hunt, the total amount of money left in the account is RM0.